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INSTRUCTIONS:

Some questions are given below, kindly go through them carefully. Question No. 1 to 11 are to be answered in 2 minutes (each question). Similarly in 2 minutes time the response of each question i.e., 7 sub questions of question No. 11 are to be given. In question No. 12, there are 10 sub-questions which should be answered within 10 minutes i.e., 1 minute each question. Question No. 13 to 18 should be answered within 12 minutes i.e., 2 minutes each question. Blank space is provided for writing the answers. Respond either in Hindi or in English language. Now start writing answers of Part 1.

AS FL.

1. Write the name of round things that you can think.

2. Mention the names of such Birds and Animals that are white in color.

3. Write the names of such Vehicles that run by petrol.

4. Mention the names of those things that produce sound.

5. Mention as many things you can think, which are square in shape.

6. Write the names of such flowers that have natural fragrance.

7. Write the names of drinking things that are fluid in nature.

8. Write the names of such that are function through electricity.
E. FL.

(9) Write such words that start with the alphabet 'A'.

(10) Write such sentences that are related with 'lamp' in such a manner that no two sentences have similarity.

(11) Idioms have several meanings some of the idioms are given below. Write their meanings in short.
(a) One flower makes no garland.
(b) All's well that end well.
(c) Do evil and look for like.
(d) A burn child deeds the fire.
(e) Do good and cast it into the rivers.
(f) No pains no gains.
(g) A honey tongue, a heart of gall.

W. FL.

(12) Write the words that start with the following alphabets.

A............ M............
B............ P............
C............ L............
D............ N............
K............ R............
(13) If an individual is isolated from the society then what will be it?

(14) What would have happened if men had four hands instead of two?

(15) If you have the ability and facility of carrying out a business, then be your efforts for attaining more profit from it?

(16) If you become a MLA or MP then what will you intend to do?

(17) Several feelings occur on account of seeing a beautiful flower. Say your feelings?

(18) What would happen if men never experienced tiredness?

**Part-2 FLX**

**INSTRUCTIONS**:

This part has 16 questions which you have to complete within 32 minutes. In other words you will get 2 minutes for the answer of each question. Now, please start.

**S. FLX.**

(1) Knife is used to cut vegetables at home. Besides this what are the other uses of knife?

(2) Clothes get a new form through colour. What can be the other form of clothes?

(3) It has been read in newspapers and the elders also say that newspapers is very useful for us. In your views what can be the other uses of it?
(4) Paper is used for reading and writing. What else can it be used for?

(5) What can be the various uses of newspaper?

(6) What can be the uses of tyre and tubes?

(7) A carpenter makes tables and chairs. Besides this, what else can he make?

(8) Whether it is village or city, purse is used everywhere by everybody. In your opinion what can be the other uses of purse?

A. FLX.

(1) At night when you are sleeping, a thief comes in your house. What will you do in such situation?

(2) You are passing through a narrow lane when suddenly you face a wicked man. What will you do in such a situation?

(3) Suppose in your working place which is far from your house, malice evokes. In such situation what will be your activities?

(4) Suppose you are cleaning the house and suddenly something falls from the roof. On seeing it carefully you come to know that it is a black snake. What will be your activities in such a situation?

(5) Suppose a child misses his parents at an unknown place. What will he do in such situation?
6. Suppose you are working in a firm and suddenly you are turned out from it. You are in need of money for your family. What type of activities you will do in such situation?

7. Suppose you have borrowed much money from your friend and have promise to return it today. So you bring money from the bank but on reaching home you find that it is lost. What will be your activities in such situation?

8. Suppose a lady of your house is cooking in the gas and you come to know that the gas is leaking. What will be your activities in such situation?

Part-3 ORC

Total time 15 minutes

INSTRUCTIONS:

"Every individual has imaginations of his wishes and aspirations. Creative aspect is essential for imagination because man is a thoughtful creature. There lies decency, originality and vividness in his thoughts. Below such type of questions are given which you have to respond on account of your decency, originality and vividness. 3 minutes time is give for answering each questions i.e., you have to respond the 5 questions of this part within 15 minutes time.

(1) If degrees can be attained without any effort then what will be the nature of education?

(2) It is said that whatever man does, he does for his bread. What will be if men never feel hungry?

(3) If men become the product of test-tube baby then what will be the characteristics is man's nature?

(4) If life is possible in space then what type of life will men lead?

(5) What would have happened if men had feathers like birds?
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